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		See prices realized 273 at: http://www.vlastos.gr/catalogues/167.pdf

Unsold lots 273: http://www.vlastos.gr/catalogues/168.pdf
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	All Lots
PREADHESIVES - ESSAYS (2)
1896 OLYMPIC GAMES (18)
1900 - 1901 OVERPRINTS (100)
1901 - 1906 ISSUES (45)
ENGRAVED - LITHOGRAPHIC ISSUES (46)
1912 - 1913 HELLENIC ADMINISTRATION (84)
1913 - 1923 ISSUES (73)
1924 - 1944 ISSUES (74)
1945 - TODAY ISSUES (140)
AIRPOST STAMPS (66)
CHARITY STAMPS (46)
POSTAGE DUE STAMPS (50)
NATIONAL RESISTANCE ISSUES (37)
UNOFFICIAL ISSUES (6)
MOUNT ATHOS (73)
DEDEAGATZ (6)
DODECANESE (113)
EPIRUS (29)
SALONICA (29)
THRACE - PORTO LAGOS (36)
IONIAN ISLANDS (17)
KAVALLA (6)
CRETE (60)
CRETE - FOREIGN P.O. (31)
LEMNOS (19)
SAMOS (16)
VARIOUS LOTS (7)
THESSALY (5)
ICARIA (2)
MYTILENE (5)
CHIOS (1)
SMYRNE (1)
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	Picture	Lot number	Description	Symbol	Starting price	Sold price
	
					
						[image: 2111]
					
					
					
						2111					
					
					
						CRETAN STATE (23), 25 lep. in full sheet of 100. Unique item. A diamond for the specialist. SUPERB					
					[image: ]	1900.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 2114]
					
					
					
						2114					
					
					
						CRETAN STATE (25/33), 1904 Advertising Sheet on carton paper for the 1905 set. BRADBURY WILKINSON ISSUE. F					
						250.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 2115]
					
					
					
						2115					
					
					
						AUTONOMOUS CRETAN STATE: (26), 5 lep. green with diamond perforation and full gum. VF					
					[image: ]	20.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 2116]
					
					
					
						2116					
					
					
						NEWSPAPER "NEA EPEYNA" of CHANIA dated 24.8.1905. Postmark "ΧΑΝΙΑ 24 ΑΥΓ. 1905" with piece of paper (from stamp) on it in order to cover it. 5 lep. (Vl. 26) cancelled with "ΗΡΑΚΛΕΙΟΝ 28 ΑΥΓ. 1905" partially on the wrapper. Most probably it was mailed from Chania to Heraklion and then it was posted again. The newspaper is mostly refered to the THERISSON revolution with important information for the Therisson Rebels. Very interesting and Rare item.					
					[image: ]	400.00€	
					600.00€				
	
					
						[image: 2117]
					
					
					
						2117					
					
					
						LEGAL ANNOUNCEMENT RECEIPT franked with 5 lep. pair Cretan stamps (Vl. 26), cancelled with "NEAΠΟΛΙΣ 5.5.1907". F					
					[image: ]	20.00€	
					20.00€				
	
					
						[image: 2119]
					
					
					
						2119					
					
					
						CRETAN STATE, PROOF (31), 1 Dr. imperforated, in different colour with perforation "SPECIMEN". Thinned					
					([image: ])	250.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 2122]
					
					
					
						2122					
					
					
						CRETAN STATE (49), 25 lep. PROOF imperforated without center and value. F					
					([image: ])	100.00€	
					120.00€				
	
					
						[image: 2123]
					
					
					
						2123					
					
					
						CRETAN STATE (49), 25 lep. PROOF imperforated in blue. F					
					([image: ])	100.00€	
					120.00€				
	
					
						[image: 2124]
					
					
					
						2124					
					
					
						CRETAN STATE (49), 25 lep. PROOF imperforated carmine and blue on carton paper. F					
					([image: ])	100.00€	
					120.00€				
	
					
						[image: 2125]
					
					
					
						2125					
					
					
						CRETAN STATE (49), 25 lep. PROOF imperforated green. F					
					([image: ])	100.00€	
					120.00€				
	
					
						[image: 2126]
					
					
					
						2126					
					
					
						CRETAN STATE (49), 25 lep. PROOF imperforated blue green and carmine on thick paper. F					
					([image: ])	100.00€	
					120.00€				
	
					
						[image: 2128]
					
					
					
						2128					
					
					
						CRETAN STATE, PROOF (50), 1 Dr. imperforate in different colour, with perforation "SPECIMEN". Thinned					
					([image: ])	200.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 2130]
					
					
					
						2130					
					
					
						Part of COVER from Chania to Bruxelles franked with 25 lep. pair Cretan stamp (Vl. 57), cancelled with "XANIA 2.6.1909" and arrival "BRUXELLES 21.6.1909". F					
					[image: ]	15.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 2131]
					
					
					
						2131					
					
					
						CRETAN STATE (60), 2 Drs. marginal B4 overprinted with small "ΕΛΛΑΣ". VF					
					[image: ]	45.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 2132]
					
					
					
						2132					
					
					
						CRETAN STATE (60), 2 Drs. brown in corner B4. VF					
					[image: ]	50.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 2135]
					
					
					
						2135					
					
					
						CRETE (74), 2 Drs. brown in marginal B4, overprinted with gothic "ΕΛΛΑΣ". VF					
					[image: ]	45.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 2136]
					
					
					
						2136					
					
					
						CRETAN STATE (74, D19), 2 Drs., 1 lep. both in corner B4. VF					
					[image: ]	50.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 2138]
					
					
					
						2138					
					
					
						AUTONOMOUS CRETAN STATE: (78/86), 9 values (5 Drs. missing) in B4 with diamond perforation. VF					
					([image: ])	400.00€	
					Unsold				
	
					
						[image: 2140]
					
					
					
						2140					
					
					
						POSTCARD (View of Rethymno, editor N. DOURAS No. 26) from Chania to USA franked with 1 lep. strip of 3, 2 lep. and 5 lep. Cretan stamps (Vl. 78/80), cancelled with "XANIA 1911". VF					
					[image: ]	50.00€	
					50.00€				
	
					
						[image: 2141]
					
					
					
						2141					
					
					
						COVER from Chania to Alexandria franked with 25 lep. Cretan stamp (Vl. 83), cancelled with "XANIA 10.12.1910" and arrival "ALEXANDRIA 29.12.1910". VF					
					[image: ]	40.00€	
					40.00€				
	‹ First  < 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 >  Last ›
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